"… and I know it was a small company, but the builder completely ruined my design. I'm so glad that won't happen to my designers here. Anyway! It's always a pleasure to see you," she chimed, before retreating into the cavernous bowels of our shared place of employment. What she clearly did not realize in that moment was that this was a lie.
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How did a design assistant pander for my approval by telling me a scathing anecdote about our own previous collaboration and never even realize I was the same person? Had my skills as a craftsperson improved incrementally? Well … probably, truth be told; however, my skill set had not yet entered into our new working relationship. I hadn't even changed my hair. The only quantifiable difference between this affiliation and our last was where we were standing, and the reputation of that place of employment-I was now being viewed through the filter of one of Canada's foremost commercial theatre institutions.
As a culture, we are aware that authority is easily confused with intimidation. It may not be as apparent, however, that power is also often confused with place. The two are mutually constitutive, but, then, so are place and identity. In the Canadian theatre community, we typically perceive our careers as essential to our self-identification, and so job insecurity has triggered a variety of fear responses in our artists since before I even began my theatre career eighteen years ago. As the industry has shifted in response to this insecurity, so necessarily has the inherent meaning we take from the places in which we work. It is no wonder, then, that I have observed territoriality threatening the health of our struggling theatre community, specifically, where respect has been subverted in the name of individual self-aggrandizement. Not all of us are striving to respect our colleagues, nor to have a contextual understanding of their work-though this is intrinsically more powerful than any fear response could be, and it is to the calamitous detriment of even our most outwardly successful productions.
We pride ourselves on the supportive and familial nature of our industry, but the hiring process necessarily takes more complex parameters into account. Companies of any size might prioritize the hiring of "a name" to support their work, and for understandable reasons. We choose the best-looking resumé, like anyone else, and take recommendations from peers, as anyone in a hiring position should. None of us are setting a goal of making mediocre art. What I find somewhat confounding is our serial willingness to overlook the misdoings of certain candidates. This is a greater discourse that we are currently having as North Americans; however, in the Canadian performing arts, the deprioritization of respect in the room has been plaguing us for decades. When a recommendation comes with a warning about volatility, why is that person's CV still on the proverbial table? Why is it deemed acceptable to risk impacting the whole production process for the fabled benefit such a collaborator might bring to the end product? This would seem to be the opposite of supporting the production. The answer, to me, lies in another question: what gives that collaborator potency as "a name"? To what degree was it the quality of their past performances, and to what degree was it the spatial interaction? When your best design of the year was supporting a production seen by nine people, and produced by a one-off show-specific co-op company, does it live on as anything more than a contextless photo in a slide show? Furthermore, why does your phone ring off the hook after you do a banal piece of work for a commercial theatre? When you hear rumblings of animosity across sizes and styles of theatre, it is not a stretch to see where this originates, and why it is so personal.
The vast majority of humanity would agree that we need at least a few rules to prevent society from eviscerating itself, and theatre is a microcosm of that. Territorial rules are made, agreed upon, and given agency by the people who occupy that space, and are usually made by imagining the worst thing that could happen if those rules did not exist. These rules will be different not only from place to place but for different groups of people within the same location. They are also drawn from the characteristics of the space itself-for example, a tech day on a Friday afternoon Power and its reciprocal relationship to place and identity begin to explain why so many of us tend to attribute more respect to the smaller cog in the big machine than we do to the larger cogs in the small machines.
has a vastly different tone in Vancouver than it does in Toronto. Perpetually warm air paired with mountains and lakes naturally draws West Coast society outdoors, whereas relatively flat and agricultural Ontario isolates craftspeople in their shops once the snow begins in earnest. This is spatial interaction. The group of individuals who live and contribute to these rules will in turn use them to reinforce their own sense of identity. When we consider a behaviour, individual, or object to be "out of place," this is a function of territorial control being fundamental to social relationships and power. This spatiality is necessary, helping groups of humans negotiate each other peacefully. Failure to make workable relationships comes from fear, and from low effort to understand or help newcomers to that place.
So while cities themselves cannot have a "natural state" devoid of human interaction, and spatiality informs what we consider to be their nature and their jurisdictions, the same could be said of our theatres. I have heard production team colleagues in the regional theatres express disdain for the methods of designers brought in from large houses, and vice versa. Conversely, I have seen design colleagues belittle the approach of craftspeople who come to them from smaller or non-urban houses. I was certainly treated poorly on occasion by producers who didn't seem to think I was worthy of working in their space. What percentage of this has to do with the end product, and what percentage with a difference in territorial rules? In what ways could the end product have been improved with more successful integration? In the same way that an individual can have physical, social, and abstract qualities, so can a location, and these place-specific rules are the filters through which we act and think. Unspoken sets of territorial rules have the capacity to inspire, restrict, support, or damage the very people who have created them in tandem with their environment. How hard would it be to address and then bridge this cognitive gap? many artists oscillate between them? When you are hired by a more affluent producer, what are the effects of the association? What is the actual nature of this perceived career growth? An anthem I used to hear with regularity was, "I'll never be hired as a designer in Toronto; I assisted at Stratford." Those same people were travelling far and wide to regional theatres in other provinces to round out their seasons. Why would this be the case? An assumption that such a designer would cost or spend too much money might be an example of an unspoken territorial rule, one that emerges from an imagined fear of what might happen. Similarly, I know of a general manager of a mid-size theatre (let's call it Pseudonym Theatre) who refused to hire a contemporary because, "She just wasn't a [Pseudonym Theatre] designer." Not long afterward, that general manager left for elsewhere, and the designer was then hired by Pseudonym in every successive year. Did the designer change in that time? Not that I could see. Did the theatre itself change? Yes, it most certainly did: the rules it maintained were different. The potential for these rules to hinder our collaborators' performance is not directly related to the size of the machine, of course. Across the scenic art departments of two equivalently sized theatres, I was told at the first that I should never speak in the shop, and at the second I was drinking Caesars in a hot tub on the evening of my second day. Naturally, I made dreadfully poor art while I worked in paranoid silence in the first theatre, and I was quickly respected for my work by those in the inclusive space of the second theatre. There was only a four-month difference between those two jobs. People simply cannot deliver high-quality work when they have no greater motivation than a fear of failingit becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. It should be noted, however, that the very name of the former theatre on my resumé was in part what opened the door to my employment at the latter.
So, returning to the question of power and what makes "a name," are we still caught up in the myth of the tortured artistthe idea that great art can only come out of an arduous personal struggle that then toxifies the workplace? Regardless of what our
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Power and its reciprocal relationship to place and identity begin to explain why so many of us tend to attribute more respect to the smaller cog in the big machine than we do to the larger cogs in the small machines. But does this power dynamic come with resentment? As it was for my flip-flopping associate at that sprawling theatre institution, it is easy enough to make assumptions about a new colleague's past work history based on their current employment. Upon meeting someone for the first time, we subconsciously evaluate visual cues and other known facts about them in order to negotiate the beginning of our working relationship. Again, however, image is not reality. I had relatively little experience as a prop builder when I was hired by my first theatrical megalith. Conversely, much later in my career, I had a hugely diverse array of experience and education when I was doing inelegant overnight paint calls for indie companies. So why should there be what so many of us see as real animosity between the sizes and styles of theatres when so ctr 170 spring 2017
In Place of Power | FEATURES two months of work because of that man's tactics, and I lost trust in a beloved employer. He reportedly teaches this to his students. If we do not choose to work respectfully with one another, we cannot get the best efforts out of everyone involved. It is the difference between striving for an environment that will support and invigorate our collaborators and just creating content for fear of repercussions. It IS, in fact, possible to have a heated debate or even a flat-out argument with a colleague in a respectful way. You can't convince me that the biggest assholes make the best art. My design of which I was most proud was made for one of the kindest and smartest artists I have encountered, and the process was so inclusive that failure was never a possibility for that particular team. When the best-established artists in the room offer openness and bravery to their collaborators instead of competition, that will be what they yield in return.
There are huge and fundamental differences between power and respect. The latter always involves honesty, listening, and a large degree of equality, regardless of position. It is possible to have authority because of respect, but dominance is never fully equivalent to authority. As with the difference between those two scenic art shops, I was failing because I lacked trust in the people who were ultimately responsible for me, and because they did not afford me respect. A display of suppression that begets a poor performance is hardly powerful. The difference between exercising individual previous lived experiences may have been, or the factors of spatial interaction that have imbued one colleague with greater perceived status than another, once we come together as a team, there is simply no benefit to a volatile process. There will always be egos with which to contend, but the hiring and casting should not throw gasoline onto the fire. As a craftsperson, I worked on shows where the actions of directors or designers left us completely insufficient time in which to do our jobs, but we were still expected to produce at the same level. One such designer admitted, "I like to push things as late as I can so that everyone has to work really hard and fast, and they will think and question you less." I lost In Place of Power | FEATURES conflicts. The fear of helping each other succeed may be a divisive issue elsewhere, but it has no place in what should be the most accepting industry in the world-not when our only job as artists is to promote positive social change. In the same way that public service announcements in the eighties taught us that relying on stereotypes is inappropriate, could we not also throw away our preconceived notions about the potential of a colleague who has come from a different region or opposite scale of theatre? If we are aware that we should actually be making the effort to understand our co-workers contextually, we can more effectively support each other and bridge gaps in territorial rules. Can we please stop engaging people who poison the artistic process for artists at all levels of the production? It is pretty difficult to misuse respect, so if we were all doing it right, it would always just "be a pleasure" to create, regardless of where we are.
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the work of their co-workers, regardless of where they sit in the organization. Recent grads should not be imbued with so much entitlement that they sabotage the success of the crafts department in which they are hired because their educators have led them to believe they should be designing in that venue instead. Contemporaries should no longer be given an audience when whispering behind your back about how you are "jumping the line," when you are given an opportunity that is perceived to be of value to them. We should ideally be able to look at almost any opportunity as valuable in some way. When we are both contributors to and products of our environment on every level, we have a profound responsibility to each other.
Making art is about taking risks, and we have to take chances on people and on the unknown.
